
notturno

designed by 
Natuzzi Design Center

A sofa which is as invitingly restful 
as a bed? Or a bed which is as 
versatile and as easy to lounge 
on as a sofa? Notturno solves the 
dilemma by delivering the best of 
both worlds and, with its compact 
design, it lends itself to the most 
diverse living requirements.



features

by Natuzzi Design Center 
Sofa available in the standard 
versions, with or without chaise 
longue, and in the 2-seater version 
with single beds.
Sleeper function available in both the 
standard and corner versions.
Spring mattress or Greenplus 
mattress with anti-bacterial and anti-
allergy treatment.
The rear part of the seat conceals a 
cushion storage compartment.
The compact dimensions of the 
model make it an ideal solution for 
any space.

Relax functions
Adjustable headrests  
on each seat.
The Ready-Bed system allows  
the sleeper function to be activated 
with one easy gesture.

Coverings
Upholstered in fabric  
or premium Natuzzi leather.

Feet height 
6.5 cm | 2.6’’

Feet available in  
wood finishes 
 -walnut
 -wengé



Here are some 
suggested arrangements.



Natuzzi Design Center
The beating heart of Natuzzi, the place 
where beauty is born, where trends that 
will influence the entire world of furniture 
take shape and substance. Imagining new 
shapes and colours, fixing them on paper 
with a sketch, and then transforming them 
into something concrete. Identifying the 
best combinations, imagining the future, 
discovering what will become the new 
trends, and turning them into unique and 
exclusive furniture collections: all of this is 
the Natuzzi Design Centre.

Natuzzi has chosen to bring its idea of 
harmony also to the world of interiors, 
playing between contemporary aesthetics 
and functionality, between materials and 
colors, between textures and graphic signs, 
to create spaces and residences where 
balance, elegance and beauty reign, in every 
detail.

Natuzzi Design Center works everyday 
in terms of research, new materials, new 
suggestions, in order to translate beauty, 
creativity and harmony into Natuzzi DNA.



natuzzi.com


